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Graphene oxide nanoribbons (GONRs) have been prepared by chemically unzipping multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs). Thin-film networks of GONR were fabricated by spray-coating, followed by chemical or thermal reduction to form reduced graphene oxide nanoribbons (rGONRs). Raman spectroscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) characterizations indicate that the thermal reduction in the presence of ethanol vapor more effectively restore the graphitic structure of GONR as compared to chemical reduction with hydrazine vapor. Electrical measurement under liquid-gate configuration demonstrates that rGONR network field-effect transistor exhibits much higher on/off ratio than that of a network of microsized reduced graphene oxides (rGOS) or that of a continuous film of single-layered pristine or chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown graphene film. Furthermore, we demonstrated the potential applications of rGONR network for biosensing, specifically, real-time and sensitive detection of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) molecules.
**Introduction**

Graphene, a two-dimensional monolayer of carbon atoms packed into a honeycomb lattice, have attracted tremendous attentions because of their extraordinary electrical, physical, and chemical properties \(^1\)-\(^4\). It holds a great promise for many applications, such as, nanoelectronics \(^5\)-\(^6\), sensors \(^7\)-\(^13\), transparent electrodes \(^14\)-\(^15\), supercapacitors \(^16\)-\(^17\), hydrogen storage \(^18\)-\(^19\), nanocomposites \(^20\)-\(^21\).

The fact that graphene is a zero band-gap semi-metal, however, largely limits its applications in nanoelectronics.

It has been discovered that the energy band-gap of graphene can be opened by reducing the width of graphene sheet to nanoscale in the form termed as graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) \(^22\). Several approaches have been developed to produce GNRs, including chemical vapor deposition on metallic nanowires \(^23\), surface-assisted epitaxial growth \(^24\), and e-beam lithography \(^25\)-\(^26\). However, these methods are not scalable and of low-throughput. Alternatively, GNRs can be mass-produced in solution by electrochemically or chemically unzipping carbon nanotubes \(^27\)-\(^29\). In this work, we longitudinally unzipped multi-walled carbon nanotubes by oxidation with strong acids to produce graphene oxide nanoribbons (GONRs). After thermal reduction in the presence of ethanol vapour to effectively restore the damaged carbon lattice, reduced graphene oxide nanoribbons (rGONRs) were obtained. Several groups have demonstrated the potential of single GNR for nanoelectronics \(^30\)-\(^31\). Here, we fabricate and characterize the thin-film network field-effect transistors based on rGONRs and demonstrate its application for biosensing.

**Experimental procedures**

**Materials**
Multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were obtained from Chengdu Organic Chemical Co. Ltd. H$_2$SO$_4$, KMnO$_4$, H$_2$O$_2$, HCl, hydrazine hydrate and ATP were all analytical grade and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

**Preparation of GONRs**

GONRs were prepared by chemically unzipping MWCNTs similarly to the previously reported $^{30}$. Briefly, 50 mg MWCNTs were suspended in 10 ml H$_2$SO$_4$ for 1 hour. Then 250 mg KMnO$_4$ was added and the solution was heated at 60 °C for two hours. After the reaction, the products were poured into 200 ml cooled ice water containing 5 ml of 30% H$_2$O$_2$. At last, the mixture was vacuum filtrated through a PTFE membrane (5.0 µm pore size) to obtain GONR powder.

**Reduction of GONR to rGONR and Fabrication of thin-film network devices**

GONR thin-film network patterns (0.5×0.05 cm) were deposited on Si/SiO$_2$ substrates by spray-coating aqueous dispersion of GONRs (1mg/mL). Subsequently, the GONRs were reduced to rGONRs by hydrazine vapor (80 °C, overnight) or by thermal reduction with ethanol at 800, 900 or 1000 °C for 2 h $^{32}$, respectively. In the process of thermal reduction, ethanol vapor was brought into the reaction tube as hydrogen gas bubbled through the ethanol liquid $^{33-34}$. Then, the source and drain electrodes were prepared at the two ends of rGONRs pattern with conductive silver paint. At last, the electrodes were insulated with silicone rubber and form a recording chamber.

**Characterizations**

UV-vis absorption (UV-2501, Shimadzu), Raman spectroscopy using the laser wavelength of 488 nm (CRM200 confocal Raman spectrometer, WITec), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer, Al Ka radiation), scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
Sirion 200, JEOL), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM-2010, JEOL) were used to characterize the samples. The electrical characterization and detection measurement of rGONR thin-film devices configured as field-effect transistor were performed using a semiconductor device analyzer (Agilent, B1500A).

**Electrical detection of ATP molecules**

In the ATP detection experiments, 100 µL phosphate buffer saline (PBS, PH=7.2) solution was added into the recording chamber, in which Ag/AgCl reference electrode was immersed to apply gate voltage of $V_g = 0$ V. ATP molecules were added to defined final concentrations while the current of rGONR device at the voltage bias of $V_d = 0.5$ V was continuously monitored at the sampling frequency of 100 HZ using the semiconductor device analyzer (Agilent, B1500A).

**Results and discussion**

Fig. 1 shows the UV-vis absorbance spectra of MWCNTs and GONRs. The spectrum of MWCNTs presents an obvious absorption peak at ~260 nm. In contrast, in GONR spectrum the absorption peaks at ~230 nm, which is coincident with the absorbance spectrum of graphene oxide reported in the literature. These observations imply that MWCNTs have been thoroughly oxidized and transformed into graphene oxide nanoribbons.

The morphology of the MWCNTs and the GONRs were characterized with SEM and TEM. SEM analyses reveal that the diameter of the MWCNTs is about 30-50 nm as shown in Fig. 2a. In comparison, the width of the GONRs is larger (50-100 nm) (Fig. 2b), indicating that the MWCNTs have been longitudinally opened by the treatment of $\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$ and $\text{KMnO}_4$ (Fig. 2b, inset). As expected, the length of GONRs is similar to that of MWCNTs. To further confirm the unzipping of MWCNTs, we used TEM to examine the morphology of MWCNTs and the GONRs.
Under TEM, the expected hollow core of MWCNTs is cleared resolved (Fig. 2c), whereas GONRs (or rGONRs) appear as ribbon structure without hollow core (Fig. 2d). The high-resolution TEM images of MWCNT also clearly shows a crystal structure and hollow core (Fig. 2e), whereas the carbon structure of GONR is apparently impaired (Fig. 2f). These observations further confirm the unzipping of MWCNTs into GONRs.

To restore the oxidation induced damage on the carbon lattice, the GONRs were chemically reduced with hydrazine vapor at 80 °C or thermally reduced at different temperatures in the presence of ethanol vapor, respectively. The reduced GONRs (rGONRs) were characterized with Raman spectroscopy, in comparison with the Raman spectra of GONRs and MWCNTs. As shown in Fig. 3, the Raman spectrum of GONRs displays two prominent peaks at ~1350 and ~1630 cm⁻¹, corresponding to the well-recognized D and G bands, respectively. In addition, the 2D band (at ~1350 cm⁻¹) observed in MWCNT spectrum disappeared due to oxidation. After the reduction with hydrazine vapor, the Raman spectrum of the resulting rGONRs exhibits un-shifted D and G bands, while the intensity ratio of these two bands (D/G) increases in comparison with that of GONR spectrum (from 1.03 to 1.12), indicating the restoration of sp² bonded carbon lattice. As evidenced by the increased D/G ratio and in consistent with the report by Su et al., reduction at high temperature in presence of ethanol vapor more efficiently restore the graphitic structure in rGONR, perhaps because the OH radicals decomposed from ethanol facilitate removal of oxygen-containing groups. A higher reduction temperature accelerates the thermal annealing of graphitic structure, and makes it easier for removing hydroxyls at the edges of the graphene oxides which requires a higher energy than dehydroxylation in the basal plane. So, with the increase of reduction temperature, the D/G intensity ratio further increases to 1.53 at 1000 °C, suggesting
the effective conversion of sp$^3$ carbon domains to sp$^2$ domains. The effective recovery of carbon lattice at high temperatures (900 or 1000 °C) is further evidenced by the appearance of 2D band which is a characteristic peak observed in pristine or CVD grown graphene and not observed in GNORs and hydrazine vapor reduced GONRs. In addition, the Raman spectra of rGNORs shows an obvious left-shift of 2D and G band compared to that of MWCNTs owing to the doping effects of the oxygen containing groups\textsuperscript{36}.

The chemical attribute of the GONRs and rGONRs was analyzed by XPS, as shown in Fig. 4. In the XPS spectrum of the GONRs, there are four distinct peaks at 284.6, 286.6, 287.8, and 288.8 eV, corresponding to C=C/C-C in aromatic rings, C-O (epoxy and alkoxy), carbonyl, and carboxyl groups, respectively\textsuperscript{39}. The amplitude of C-O peak is large, suggesting that the oxygen containing groups on GONRs are abundant. After the reduction with hydrazine vapor, the XPS spectrum of rGONRs also exhibits a much decreased C-O peak. On the other hand, an obvious C=N peak at ~287.0 eV appears due to the introduction of nitrogen by hydrazine reduction\textsuperscript{6}. For the rGONRs reduced with ethanol vapor at 1000 °C, the C-O peak is further reduced, and the C=N peak and C-O/C=O peak are almost absent in the XPS spectrum. In agreement with Raman characterizations, it is evidenced that high temperature reduction with ethanol is more effective to recover the properties of GONRs, producing higher D/G ratio and lower oxygen containing groups. Ethanol has been used as a carbon source for chemical vapor deposition growth of carbon nanotubes and graphene\textsuperscript{33,40}. In the high-temperature reduction process, it facilitates repair of the defects in graphitic structure. In addition, the OH radicals decomposed from ethanol at high temperature are able to attack carbon atoms with a dangling bond and prevent formation of amorphous carbon\textsuperscript{41}. 
To investigate the electrical properties of the rGONR thin-film network, it is configured as liquid-gated field-effect transistor (Fig. 5a) which exhibits much higher transconductance as compared to commonly used back-gate configuration because of the thin thickness (<1 nm) of the electric double layer (gate layer). The transfer function (source-drain current vs. gate voltage, $I_d$-$V_g$) of a typical rGONR thin-film device is shown in Fig. 5b. It is noteworthy from the transfer function that the on-off ratio of our rGONR thin-film is much higher than that of a continuous film of single-layered pristine $^4$ or CVD grown graphene $^9$, or that of a thin-film network of reduced graphene oxides (rGOs) $^{43}$. Specifically, the on-off ratio of our rGONR thin-film is $\sim52.0 \pm/8.6$ (n=10 devices) while the on-off ratio of graphene sheet or rGO thin-film is typically <3 as reported in the literature $^{42,44}$. And as anticipated, the MWCNT thin-films similarly prepared as the rGONR thin-films exhibit no obvious field-effect (on-off ratio) because of the metallic nature of MWCNTs. Therefore, the energy band-gap is opened when MWCNTs are unzipped to nanoribbons. It has been demonstrated recently that the charge transport in the disordered graphene nanoribbons (rGONR here) is dominated by localized states, which lead to voltage-dependent electron-hopping and bandgap behavior.$^{45,46}$ The $I_d$-$V_d$ curve of rGONR thin-film device is linear (Fig. 5b inset), indicating the good electrical contact between rGONR and metal electrodes and between rGONR flakes.

In a previous study $^{47}$, we used thin-film network of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) to detect of ATP molecules released from astrocytes. Pristine graphene and reduced graphene oxides have been expected as the unique or better alternative to SWCNT for sensor applications $^{43,48,49}$. To illustrate the ability of rGONR thin-film in biosensing and compare with SWCNT thin-film device, we investigated the detection properties of ATP molecules by our rGONR devices. As
shown in Fig. 6a-c, addition of ATP molecules caused clear conductance (thus current) decrease of rGONR thin-film. Notably, the detection limit achieved by rGONR devices is about 5 µM, which is 2 orders lower than that of SWCNT thin-film network (500 µM). The superior biosensing capability of rGONR thin-film may be attributed to two reasons: 1) SWCNT thin-film network is unavoidably plagued by the presence of metallic SWCNTs; 2) charge transport in rGONRs is dominated by the local states dispersed in rGONRs and its edges, therefore, is highly sensitive to the local molecular gating. Peculiarly, the current responses of rGONR and SWCNT are opposite, suggesting distinct sensing mechanisms. We previously proposed that electrostatic gating (field-effect) by the highly negatively charged ATP molecules caused increase of SWCNT conductance. To understand the detection by rGONR, we measured the \( I_d-V_g \) curve of rGONR thin-film device before and after addition of ATP. As seen in Fig. 6d, it is likely that ATP causes conductance decreases of rGONR through n-doping effect which suppresses hole density at the working point of \( V_g = 0 \) V. And this notion is also supported by the slight right-shift of Dirac (neutral) point after ATP addition. The same mechanism is also reported for DNA detection with chemical vapor deposition grown graphene film \(^9\). The nucleotide in both ATP and DNA can intimately interact with graphene via strong pi-pi interaction.

**Conclusions**

In summary, GONRs were prepared by oxidative unzipping of multi-walled carbon nanotubes. We demonstrate that the impaired graphitic structure of GONR can be effectively restored by thermal reduction in the presence of ethanol vapor. Furthermore, we show that the thin-film network devices of rGONRs exhibit high on/off ratio and are able to detect ATP molecules with high sensitivity.
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Fig. 1 UV-vis absorbance spectra of MWCNT and GONRs in water.
Fig. 2 (a) SEM image of MWCNTs. (b) SEM image of GONRs. The inset depicts a zoom-in SEM image of a single GONR. (c) TEM image of MWCNTs. (d) TEM image of GONRs. (e) High-resolution TEM image of MWCNT. (f) High-resolution TEM image of GONR.
Fig. 3. Raman spectra of MWCNT, GONRs and rGONRs reduced with hydrazine vapor at 80 °C or ethanol vapor at different temperatures, respectively.
Fig. 4. XPS spectra of GONRs (a), rGONRs reduced with hydrazine vapor (b), and rGONRs reduced at 1000 °C with ethanol vapor (c).
Fig. 5 (a) Schematic illustration of rGONR thin-film network device configured as liquid-gated field-effect transistor (FET) with phosphate buffer solution as the electrolyte. (b) $I_d$-$V_g$ curve (source-drain current vs. gate voltage) of a typical rGONR FET biased at $V_d = 0.5$ V. Inset shows the $I_d$-$V_d$ curve at $V_g = 0$ V of the same device. rGONRs were reduced at 1000 °C with ethanol vapor.
Fig. 6 (a) Real-time recording of source-drain current (I_d) of a typical rGONR thin-film device in PBS solution, at V_d = 0.5 V and V_g = 0 V. Inset shows the molecular structure of ATP. (b) The current response versus ATP concentration (n = 3 devices, and the error bars indicates the standard deviation). (c) The changes of I_d-V_d curves of rGONRs device upon addition of ATP with different concentrations. (d) I_d-V_g curves of a rGONRs network device before and after the addition of 100 µM ATP.